
Advantages of HANSCRAFT thermocovers

EU Certified Materials
Covering material comes from Spain is sun resistant, chemically 
resistant and is certified for commercial operations and for use in 
expensive yachts. Certification of materials UNI EN 222.86, 
UNE EN 1021-1: 2006 and many others, for example 
MSC 61—CIGARETTE TEST against burn.

Unique features of coating material
The upper material is certified for UV protection. Furthermore, 
it is also water-repellent, salt-water resistant and sun-stable. 
Our coverings are highly UV resistant. On request, we will be 
pleased to provide you with all our certification for comparison 
with our competitors. We even have tests for antibacterial or 
flame retardant properties that are important for demanding 
operations, especially in commercial use.

UV resistant threads of the German brand AMANN
In detail, there is a really long life. Even a small thing like a thread 
can decide on a product‘s 2 times longer life.

Large choice of colors, possibility of adaptation to the interior
Choose from 20 high-quality colors with and without extra 
charge and match the color of the thermo cover with the 
surrounding hot tub! Do not accept the average ‘gray or brown’, 
that is, the way of cheap Chinese manufacturers. Be challenging!

Quality Czech/European production
Our factory is equipped with modern machines with automatic 
programming. the final processing do the seamstresses from 
the former renowned factories in Prostějov. The experience 
with this manual production is irreplaceable and guarantees the 
highest quality of the thermal cover.

Long-term endurance
Based on 15 years of experience in the sale of whirlpools, we know 
the critical points of the thermal covers. We produce our  
Czech /European thermocovers to have 2-3 times longer undurance 
than their Chinese copies.



Custom dimensions (including swimspa) and piece production
We are willing to produce custom-made cover for atypical 
dimensions such as triangles or large sizes for Swim Spa. Neither 
are they a problem for us.

ECO friendly
Not only do our thermo coverings not fall apart after a few first 
years of use, they are also manufactured in certified plants 
under the name REACH COMPLIANCE AND ECO FRIENDLY. 
Using renewable materials under EU control means stability 
with a neutral carbon footprint. Great difference against 
manufacturers or suppliers from Asia, especially from China.

Quality YKK zipper
YKK is one of the world‘s top zipper manufacturers. It costs more, 
but in the sun they do not break down and do not stumble over 
time. This is another of our secrets for the longer life of the cover.

Short delivery terms
Usually, the production takes 14 days. For larger orders longer. 
You are not waiting for a long delivery of covers from China 
(most on the market). We respond flexibly to your need.
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